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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE

M/s Krishna Logistics, F-1O2, Shrushti Lavish, Niko1, Naroda Road,
Ahmedabad, (hereinafter referred to as "the exporter) is engaged in export of
"Readymade Garment cotton Knitted T-shirts". They had filed 10 shipping bills
for export of the above mentioned commodity falling under CTH 61091000,
destined to LAGOS, claiming the benefits of Drawback/ ROSCTL/ MEIS scheme
on 77.12.2019, through their CHA. It was bearing a uniform rate of 15 USD per
piece (Exchange Rate 1 USD = 70.7 INR), thus the declared value works out to
Rs 1060.50. The shipment was made under LUT and the invoice value includes
cost and freight and period of payment was 180 days. The details of the said 10
shipping biils are as under:

ROSCl'L

l13820

125213

113820

155869

.r952535/ 93964 t26570

I19245

12r958

t2936a

12554721

2. During the assessment of shipping bill No.9O3 102 1 dtd 17.12.2019
having total declared value of Rs.44,54, iOO/-, it was suspected that the value
of the goods declared by the exporter per piece is highly overvalued, hence the
service of Government Approved Valuer, Shri D P Jani, was taken to ascertain
the value of the goods (per piece), who vide his certificate No. DPJ/20I9-
2O/2OO dated 21 .12.2019 has ascertained the value of goods to be between
Rs.400 to 600 per piece. Since there was mis-declaration of goods in terms of
value, thus the goods appeared to be liable to confiscation under Section 113(i)

of Customs Act, 7962 and seized under panchanama dated 21.12.2079 undet
Section 110 of the Customs Act, 7962

3. The CHA, Freight forwarder and Custodian were asked about the rest of the
consignments covered under the 9 shipping bills ( Total 42123 pcs of cotton
knitted t-shirts) frled by the exporter, then it was learnt that the cargo covered

under the rest of 9 shipping bills were lifted and sent for the destination port.
Accordingly, a letter was written to the Manager of the Sharaf Cargo Pvt. Ltd. to
put the cargo covered under the 9 shipping bills on hold at the destination
port/ HUB till further orders. It was further informed by the custodian and
freight forwarder that 12 packages (11700 pcs of cotton knitted t-shrrts) of the
said cargo covered under Shipping bill no. 9031036, 9031037, 9O31O38 and

9O31O47 all dated 17.12.2019 were off loaded by the airline due to lack of
space were still lying in the Export Godown and rest of 30423 pieces of T shrrts
were already delivered/exported at the destination / HUB.

4. The said 12 packages were also put under 1OO7o examination and were

tound to consist of t 1700 pieces of T-shirts valued at Rs. i,24,07,850/-' The

valuation of the goods was done by the government approved valuer and

certified vide report dated 26.12,2029 that the value of goods to be between

Sr

No

Shipping bill No & date Pcs/Qty

I

lnvoice Value Rs I Drawback Rs

I 9031021 dated t7.t2.2019 4200 4454 tOO / -

2 9031017 dated \7.t2.2ot9 .1899510/, ,t. ,

3 9031036 dated 17.12.2019 4200 4154tOO I 84191
.,1 9030700 dated 17.12.2O19 5750 6097475i- I15725

5 9030684 dated 17.I'2.2O19 4670
() 9031038 dated 17.t2.2019 4760 5O479aO l- 9s777

7 9031047 dated 17.12.2019 47 t922s/. I ass: r

IJ 903I037 dated 17.12.2019 4400 4666 2OO i - 88s23

9 4500 4772250 / - 905389030713 dated 17.r2.2?r9

IO 9030699 dated 17.t2.2019 4773 5061766 /- 96039

TOTAL 16323 49r2554t /- 93'204 | I

I290I I

1

84494

4450



Rs. 4OO to 8OO per piece. Since the goods were overvalued and liable to
confiscation under Section 113(i) of Customs Act, 1962 and also placed under
seizrrre under Section 1 1 O of the Custorns Act vide Panchnama dated
23.12.2019. Also, a letter dated 26.12.2019 was issued to Manager of M/s
Sharaf Cargo Pvt Ltd. to call back the reaming cargo covered under the 9
shipping bi1ls, which had left for destination Port/HUB. M/s Sharaf Cargo Pvt.
Ltd. vide their letter stated that they had updated their HUB and destination to
hold the shipment. However due to warehouse congestion caused by winter
holiday in HUB cargo, the same was moved to destination and the same has
been delivered.

5. During investigation statements of following persons were recorded
under Section 108 of the Customs Act, 1962.

(il Shri. Mahendrakunmar Praiapati. Proprietor of Mi s. Krishna Loeistics
on 07 .01 .2O2O and 20 .O 7 .2O2O:

He stated that M/s Krishna Logistics is managed by two persons, The
functional head of the firm is Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria, residing at lO/A
Chaman Chambers, 4e Floor, Flat No 02, Metro Cinema Road, Mumbai
Marine Lines, Maharashtra-4OOO20 and he is dormant partner, having 50%
sharing between both partners; that M/ s. Krishna Logistics is registered with
GST from February 2019; that as per his partner's advice, he had applied for
IEC code and got the same on 14tn November 2019 as they had some urgent
shipments/ goods for the eve of Christmas; that all goods (T-shirts) were
purchased from Tirupur by his partner from his own fund from various shops;
that the shops lrom where goods have been purchased are not registered with
the GST formation; that the freight forwarder had provided them a credit for
the payment of air freight; that all the goods were of same nature and va-iue
was also same as detailed above; that the value of goods declared in shipping
bills are on much higher side and they have overvalued the export goods up to
200 percent of original value to wrongly claimed the export benefit from
customs in form of drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS; that they want to surrender
it now and requested to convert all shipping bills into free shipping bills; that
he does not knows about the freight expenses and cargo handling charges and
all the terms & condition of credit given by the freight forwarder namely M/s.
A.K. Logistics, Ahmedabad was dealt by Shri. Hiten Vallabhaji Haria only; that
his role and contribution is in establishment and running of firm; that he has
not contributed any amount for the said consignment, a1l the process deal were
contributed by Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria only; that he did not sign any
documents about the partnership contract; that Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria
verbally assured him that after incurred all the expenses, 5O7o of the proht
margin will be given to him; that all the condition & payment terms were
decided by Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria, he does not know about the purchase
order and whole deal was managed by Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria only; that
Rs. 145/- per kg for freight and forwarding expenses and Rs. 6l- for clearing
expenses was charged from him; that he has contributed all amount on credit
basis for the said consignment and also the process deal were contributed by
him on1y, no documents of terms and conditions were signed between him and
purchaser.
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He stated that he is the main partner at M / s Krishna Logistics; that other
partner is Shri Mahendrakumar Prajapati; that all goods (T' shirts) were
purchased from Tirupur from various shops and the shops from where goods
have been purchased are not registered with the GST Formation; that he has
exported the goods from Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad for the first time only.
No similar cargo was exported by him from any other station at Ahmedabad;
that he is the commission agent and he frequently visits Nigeria lor taking
order of goods from Africa market; that he had received the order verbally from
Nigerian person Mr. Micheal and their total payment terms were 180 days
credit after the receipt of total goods; that no advance payment was received by
him till date; that the cargo/goods which were exported under the 10 shipping
bills (all dated 17. 12.2019\ were of same nature and value as detailed above;
that the value of goods declared in shipping bills were on much higher side
and they have overvalued the export goods up to 200 percent of original value
to wrongly claimed the export benefits from customs in form of drawback,
ROCTL and other benefits like MEIS; that they want to surrender it now and
requested to convert all shipping bills into free shipping bills; that regarding
credit amount and credit period, on verbal agreement with shop keeper after
delivery of entire goods, after 180 days the purchaser will pay the amount, after
that he will deliver their amount to the shop owners: the value includes cost of
the goods.

(i ii) Shri. Mitesh Sha Propqeta! o:L Mls. A.K. Lollistics on 07.01.2020 &
27.O1.2020 .

He stated that he is the Proprietor of M/s. A K Logistics, Ahmedabad; that
they are doing work of freight forwarding for various clients and various
commodities from Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad and ICD Khodiyar,
Ahmedabad; that M/s A.K. Logistics, is using IATA of M/s Herons Logistics
Ahmedabad; that he takes all KYC documents like IEC copy, GST copy, LUT
copy, Aadhaar card copy, PAN card copy, copy of Bank AD code and also keeps
all original shipping bills, invoices, packing list etc. of the exported goods of
unknown clients till the client clears his dues of freight charges; that in this
case also, he has kept all original documents like shipping bills, invoices,
packing list including EP copy of the exported goods of M/s Krishna Logistics;
that the export invoice and packing list were provided to him by exporter and
he had forwarded the same to M/s Herons Logistics and then they forr,r,ard the
same to the concerned airline for booking and further process to the
destination; that in this case the documents were forwarded to Sharaf Cargo
Pvt. Ltd. authorized agent for Ethiopian airline for the export of cargo; that the
exporter (M/s Krishna Logistics) had approached him for export of their cargo
and asked him about the terms and conditions like rate, credit period, airhne
service, etc.; that his usual credit period for freight forwarding charges varies
from minimum of 45 days to maximum of 60 days; that he is the freight
forwarding agent and has no involvement for the export of consignment of the
exporter; that he is concerned about his freight forwarding charges, and is not
concerned about the overvaluation of goods in any way; that, he had fonl'arded
all the 10 shipping bills to the Sharaf Cargo Pvt. Ltd (Ethiopian airline) for
further process; that the exporter agreed to give him the cargo for freight
forwarding and further process; that on verbal agreement for charges and
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(ii) Shri. Hiten Vallabhii Haria. (so called 5070 profit sharine partner of M/s
Krishna Loeistics) on 08.01.2020 &21.01.2020:



credit period between him and the exporter ald no advance payment was
received from exporter.

(i\,) Shri. Dharmesh Panchal. Manaser of Sharaf Carso Pvt. Ltd. GSSA for
Ethiopian Airlines on 27 .O7.2O2O

He stated that he is the Manager of Sharaf Cargo Pvt. Ltd, who is Genera Sales
and Service Agent of Ethiopian Airline for Gujarat region since 2009; Regarding
the above said 10 shipping bills of M/s Krishna Logistics, he stated that he had
received booking from M/s Herons Logistics, who is their IATA agent, for air
booking for LAGOS; that he had received booking for the above said cargo and
as per IATA norms they provide credit of maximum 4O days to all IATA agents
for payment of freight charges; that the rate of Rs.l38 per kg (all inclusive) was
given to the IATA agent; that their business works on credit and IATA norms
and accordingly they have not received any payment as advance from IATA
agent for the above said 10 shipping bills; that he submitted copy of his
communications of various dates via email with Ethiopian airlines HIJB office
and Destination office regarding the holding of cargo and calling back the same
back to air cargo complex, Ahmedabad; that he has no direct or indirect
connection with rhe exporter in any manner.

6. It appeared that as per valuation report of Shri. DP Jani, Govt. Registered
Valuer, the value of seized goods as well as goods exported for all l0 shipping
bills works out to be Rs. 2,73,73,8O0/- which is arrived as per Section 14(1)(iii)
of the Customs Act, 1962 read with Rule 6 of the Customs Valuation
(Determination of value of Export Goods) Rules, 2OO7 and the value of goods
Rs.4,91,25,541/-, as declared by the exporter, seems to be on higher-side in
the shipping bills filed by them, in terms of Rule 6 of the Customs Valuation
(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules , 2OO7 . It appeared from the
statements dated 7. l.2O2O & 8.1.2O2O of Shri Mahendrakumar Prajapati,
Proprietor of Mis. Krishna Logistics and Shri Hiren Valiabhaji Haria, (so called
50% profit sharing partner of M/s Krishna Logistics) that goods i.e.
Readymade Garments Cotton Knitted T-Shirts" already exported in the 9
shipping bills were the same to the goods which have been seized under
panchnama dated 21.12.2019 and 23.12.2019 and have same value as of the
consignment of goods seized.

7. In view of the above, it appeared that M/s. Krishna Logistics has
willfully tried to overvalue the impugned cargo of "Mans T shirt" for 10
Shipping Bills and declared FOB valued to the tune of Rs.4,91,25,541/-,to
avail undue benefit of drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS at higher rate. It appeared
from the above table that the exporter has claimed Rs. 9,32,0a1/- as drawback
and Rs. 12,55,4721- as ROSCTL and MEIS benefits on the consignments
covered under 10 shipping bills. Thus, it appeared that the exporter was trying
to take undue benefit of drawback and other export incentives at higher rates
by overvaluing the impugned goods. The said overvaluation of the
consignment/ cargo has been admitted by Shri Mahendrakumar Prajapati,
Proprietor of M/s. Krishna Logistics and Shri. Hiren Vallabhaji Haria (so called
5O7o profit sharing partner) of the firm M/s. Krishna Logistics in their
respective statements.

B. It appeared that the exporter had declared the value of the goods meant
for export/exported as Rs 4,91,25,547 l- as tabulated above. The per piece
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9. It appeared that the exporter, by their acts of omission and
commission, resorted to overvaluing the export goods and in turn tried to avail
inadmissible drawback, ROSCTL, and MEIS scheme on a higher side. The fact
of this overvaluation has been accepted by Shri. Mahendrakumar Prajapati of
M / s. Krishna Logistics, & Shri Hiten Valbhaji Haria, (so called 5O7o profit
sharing partner of M/ s. Krishna Logistics) in their respective statements. This
has resulted into undue claim of drawback amount, ROSCTL and MEIS
benelits.

10. Therefore, it appeared that the exporter, M/s Krishna Logistics has
overvalued the impugned goods intended for export and already exported (for 9
Shipping Bills) declared a highly inflated value in the above i0 shipping bills.
It appeared that the corresponding export documents showed the export items
as "Readymade Garments Cotton Knitted T-Shirts'. This act of omission on the
part of the exporter has rendered the exported goods liable for confiscation
under Section 113(i) of the Customs Act, 7962 and thus, rendered the exporter
liable for penalty under Section 114(iii) of the said Act. Further, the exporter
has made false deciaration and incorrect materials by overvaluing the goods
intended for export and declared a highly inflated value in the 10 shipping bills
with an intent to avail wrong benefrt of higher rate of "Drawback, ROSCTL and
MEIS benefrts and have thus rendered themselves also liable for penalty under
Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 7962

5

value of the export goods have been declared as USD 15 (Rs 70.7 - exchange
rate). The rate per piece of the export goods works out to Rs 1060.50. However,
it appeared from the valuation certificates of the Government Approved Valuer
that the actual price of the goods meant for export comes to Rs. 4OO to 600 per
piece and Rs 400 to 80O per piece respectively. Further the value of the seized
goods as well as goods already exported for all 10 shipping bills works out to
Rs.2,73,73,8OO/ - (details as per Annexure-B to this show cause notice) under
Section 14(1)(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962 read with Rule 6 of the customs
Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods), Rules, 2007,based on the
Government valuer's report. The value of the goods seized (Total 15900 pieces)
under Panchnama dated 21.12.2019 and 23.12.2019 were also arrived to the
tune of Rs. 91,20,000/- as per Section 14(1)(iii) of the customs act, 1962 read
with rule 6 of the customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods),
Rules, 20O7 based on the Government valuer's report (details as per
Annexure-C to this show cause notice). It, therefore, appeared that the value
declared by the exporter is highly inflated, overvalued and cannot be accepted
and needs to be re-assessed, it appeared that the reassessment has to be made
at the average value @ 500 and @ Rs 600 per piece in consonance with the
valuation made by the Government approved valuer, as per his certificates No
DPJ 120 19-20 1 2O0 dated 2r.12.2019 and DPJ/20 1 9 -2O / A dated 26. 12.20 19,
in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with the
provisions of Rule 6 of the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of
Export Goods) Ruies, 2OO7. Thus the value declared by the exporter amounting
to Rs 4,91,25,541/- in respect of the 10 shipping bil1s, as tabulated above,
needs to be rejected for each of the shipping bills, in terms of the provisions of
Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule 8 of the
Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 and
the re-assessed at valued Rs 2,73,73,800/- for all the IO shipping bills, is
required to be taken as the correct and proper value for the export goods.



1 1. Shri. Hiten Vallabhji Haria, (so ca11ed 50% profit sharing partner of M/s.
Krishna Logistics)has abetted with the exporter and overvalued the
consignments of "Readymade Garments Cotton Knitted T-Shirts" with an
intent to gain wrong benefit of higher rate of "Drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS
benehts. This act has rendered him 1iab1e for penalty under Section 114(iii) of
the Customs Act,l962. Further he has aided and abetted with the exporter in
making false declaration and incorrect material by overvaluing the goods
intended for export and declared a highly inflated value in the 10 shipping bills
with an intent to gain wrong benefit of higher rate "Drawback, ROSCTL and
MEIS benefits and have thus rendered himself also liable for penalty under
Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

12. Shri. Mitesh Shah, Proprietor of M/s. A.K. Logistics (Freight Forwarding
Agent) has abetted with the exporter and overvalued the consignments of
"Readymade Garment Cotton Knitted T-Shirts" in the Shipping Bills with an
intent to avail wrong benefit of higher rate of "Drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS
benefits. This act has rendered him liable for penalty under Section 114(iii) of
the Customs Act, 1962. Further, he has aided and abetted with the exporter in
making false declaration and incorrect material, overvaluing the goods
intended for export and declared a highly inflated value in the 1O shipping bi1ls
with an intent to avail wrong benefit of higher rate of "Drawback ROSCTL and
MtrlS benefits and have thus rendered himself liable for penalty under Section
114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

13. Therefore Show Cause Notice was issued to M/s Krishna Logistics, E-
iO2, Shrushti Lavish, Nikol, Naroda Road, Ahmedabad as to why:

(i) the value declared by the exporter amounting to Rs 4,91,25,5411- in
respect of the 10 shipping bills, as tabulated above, should not be rejected, in
terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with ttle
provisions of Rule B of the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of
Export Goods) Rules; 20O7:

(ii) the 10 shipping bill as tabulated above, should not be re-assessed and
why the value given by the Government approved valuer as per his certificates
No. DPJ/2O19-2O/2OO dated 21.12.2019 and DPJl2Ol9-2Ol2OOlA dated
26.12.2019 which is arrived at Rs. 2,73,73,800/- should not be taken as the
correct and proper value of the goods meant for export/exported, in terms of
the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions
of Rule 6 of the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules,
2007;

(iii) Drawback, ROSCIL and MEIS benefits" claim for above said 10 Shipping
Bills should not be restricted; and the goods contained in these shipping bills
should not be held as liable to confiscation under section 1 13(i) of the
Customs 4ct,7962.

14. Show Cause Notice was also issued to Shri. Hiten Vallabhaji Haria,(so
called 5O7o profit sharing partner of M/s Krishna Logistics ) and Shri. Mitesh
Shah, Proprietor of M/s. A.K. Logistics as to why;

(iv) Penalty should not be imposed upon them under Section 114 of the
Customs Act, 1962 & under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.
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i) Penalty should not be imposed upon both of them under the provisions
of Section 1 14(iii) and I i4AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

1 S(iii) M / s Krishna Logistics vide their letter dated 14 .7 .2O2o {Received on
3O.O7.2O2O) He requested for extension to file reply

15 (iv) M / s Krishna Losistics vide their letter dated 24 .O7 .2O2O filed an interim
replv:

(a) They are a proprietary concern holding IEC No. ANVPPB 102G. The
proprietor's name is Mahendra Prajapati. The proprietor of the lirm was
trapped by o1e of the accused co-noticee Mr. Hiten Haria in a scandal by using
the said IEC held by Krishna Logistics in order to make export of garments at
seemingly much higher than the fair market value prices possibly with a motive
to earn benefits like drawback and others on a higher side than, legitimately
available.

(b) As Krishna Logistics had no such mala fide pecuniary motives other than
iegitimate and further towards a spirit of co-operation and to protect the
revenue interests as a first step pending reply to the said SCN, they have at
once voluntarily surrendered the amounts of drawback already received against
the 4 out of the 10 exports covered by the said SCN including interest at the
prescribed rate on the surrendered amounts. A copy of the TR6 manual challan
No. 2130 dated 18.O7.2O2O for Rs.3,94,497l- (DBK 3,73,497 l- + Interest
Rs.21,267 /- = Total Rs. 39476a l-).

(c ) For the remaining 6 exports against which the respective drawback
amounts are payable but not yet paid, they hereby irrevocable relinquish and
waive their right to receive such undisbursed amounts and also relinquish
their right of redressal or appeal against non disbursal of such actionable
claims. The Department is free unconditionally to block or unscroll such
drawback claims pending disbursal.

(d) In fact in respect all the investigated 10 exports even when the legitimate
drawback is available on the hnally assessed export FOB value Rs.

2,73,73,800/-, they irrevocably also relinquish the Legitimate claim without
recourse to redressal or litigation.

(e) In respect of those goods with LEO aiready granted but not loaded by the
carrier currently seized and held under supratnama they hereby withdraw
their request for provisional release and further voluntarily irrevocably

DETENCE REPLY

15 (i) Defence reply of M/s AK Logistics dated 06.07.2020:
They are freight forwarding company and they were not aware about the export
value of the material and also do not have knowledge about fabric as they had
not seen the material. As per their policy, they had given credit for the
movement but all the original customs Clearance documents and KYC
documents for this customer is with him.

15 (ii) Defence replv of Shri Hiten Haria dated 06.07.2020 (Received on
3O.O7.2O2O): He requested for extension of time to fi1e their reply but not filed
any defence submission.
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relinquish their ownership and the title ro the goods and the Department is
free to deal with the seized goods in any manner without any reference to them
and withortt any consent from them.

(f ) As a second step they are separately surrendering to DGFI their IEC
enrolment for cancellation permanently to assure the Department that the
concurrent FTP export promotion scheme benefits ROSCTL plus MEIS available
against the said 10 exports are not claimed by them at anytime and also their
IEC is not misused in future by anyone in any manner. They have, so far, not
at all claimed and also not at all received the ROSCTL and MEIS benefits
available in respect of the said 1O exports and hereby undertake not at al1 ever
claim such benefits. If the system permits the Department may biock all the l0
SBs so that ROSCTL and MEIS is system voided and rendered unclaimable and
likewise block or void their AD code registration.

The value declared shall be the price actually paid or payable for the
export of goods and such price is the soie consideration for the sale,
hence the value declared in the shipping bill is Transaction value. The
value declared under section 14(1) can be rejected only if it is proven
with evidence that the value so declared is not the price actually paid or
payable and not the sole consideration for the sale and payment other
than the invoice value has been made or received in a clandestine
manner.

a

The cargo were seized without following at all the procedure prescribed
under the Said Rule 8 (1) and (2) of CVR 2OO7 and their request dated
18.OI.2O20 to provisionally release the goods for export, even under a
free SB have not been acceded to and the goods are still held under
seizure.

In the Impugned SCN, that the value declared is not the price actually
paid or payable and the price is not the sole consideration and therefore
the goods entered for exportation do correspond with value and other
material particulars; the good therefore are not liable to confiscation.

The Drawback and other benefits available on the export value cannot be
curtail unless it is proven beyond doubt tha't the value declared is not
the price actually paid or payable and is not the sole consideration for
the sale. further for the purpose of determination of value, the declared
value has to be accepted under the CVR,2007 Rule 3 , unless it is
properly rejected in terms of Rule 8 and then properly determined in
terms of Rule 4 or 5 without straightaway jumping to Rule 6 in an
extremely summary manner on the same day that the goods were
examined, seized and claimed to have been valued on the basis of a so

called thick survey without following the terms of the Rule 6/CVR2O07.
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15 (v) Further Repllr of M / s Krishna Loeistics vide their letter dated
08.o2.2021:

No reason has been given in the SCN as to how and why the value
cannot be determined sequentially under first Rule 4 then Rule 5 and
why the rule 6 conditions have also not been met with. The export



incentives can be curtailed oniy if there is a proper and valid rejection of
declared value and there is a proper and valid determination of value.

There is nothing that the noticee has done or omitted to do in relation to
the export goods that render the goods to be liable to confiscation under
section l l3 /CA, 1962. Noticee has declared the value at the price agreed
with the foreign buyer which is the price actually paid or payable and the
sole consideration for the sale which is the correct and real value. As the
con{iscation under section 113(i) is not attracted then by extension the
section 114 is also not attracted.

There is nothing, knowingly or intentionally made, signed or used as
declaration, statement or documents which is lalse or incorrect in any
material particulars, statement or documents which is false or incorrect
in any material particular, there is no specific allegation in the SCN to
that effect. The Section 114AA is not attracted unless it is proven beyond
doubt that the noticee has made, signed or used any declaration,
statement or documents, knowingly and intentionally, which is in correct
or false in any material particulars.

The detention and seizure of the goods already cleared and LET export
allowed was totally uncalled and is violation of the freedom of trade and
business guaranteed under the article 19(1) (g) of the constitution of
India.

PERSONAL HEARING

16. Personal hearing was fixed as follow:

M/s Krishna Logistics,
(Shri. Mahendrakumar Prajapati,
Proprietor of M/ s. Krishna
logistics

Shri. Mitesh Shah,
Proprietor of M/ s. A.K. Logistics

09.o2.202\, 26.O2.202 r

09.02.2021, 25.O2.2021 &
18.03.202 1

16. (ii) Nobody appeared for Personal hearing. M/s Krishna Logistics vide
their letter dated 25.O2.2O21 submitted that they have replied the SCN
extensively vide letter dated O8.O2.2021, and do not have any other or further
point to add, written or oral and waive the opportuniry of PH. Further
requested to their submission dated 08.02.2O21 be taken up for consideration
for disposal of the SCN. M/ s Krishna Logistics vide their letter dated
01.O2.2021 has requested for legible copy of the all the relied upon documents.
The all the relied upon documents were provided vide letter dated 12.02.2O2L
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Sr
No

Date of Personal hearing

1

2 Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria,
(so called 5Oo/o profit sharing
partner of M/s Krishna Logistics)

09.02.2021, 25.02.2021 &
14.o3.2021

3

Name of The Noticee



DISCUSSION AND FINDING

17. I have carefully gone through the contents of the SCN, defence reply
submitted by the noticees and facts available on records. I find that the
exporter filed 10 self assessed Shipping Bills on17.12.2O19 for export of
"Readymade Garment Cotton Knitted T-Shirts" classified under CTH 61091000
of Customs tariff Act, 1975. The shipment was made under LUT claiming
benefits of DBK, ROSL, and MEIS scheme. A uniform rate of 15 USD per piece
(Exchange Rate 1USD =70.7 INR) was declared, thus the per piece rate for the
exported goods works out to Rs i060.50. The above said 10 consignments
having total declared valued of Rs.4,91,25,541/-.

18. I find that during assessment of the shipping bill No. 9O31021
dtd.17.12.2019, it was suspected that the value of the goods declared by the
exporter per piece is inflated, therefore 1007o examination of consignments was
done on 21.12.2019. On examination of the cargo, it was found to contain
Readymade Garments Cotton Knitted T-Shirts, 42O0 pcs, totally declared
valued at Rs.44,54,1OO/-. It appeared that the value declared by the exporter
r,r,'as quite hrgh compared to the nature of the goods. Thereafter, services of
Government approved valuer were taken to ascertain the correct value of the
goods (per piece). The Government approved valuer report is as under:

CHARTERED ENGIN EER REPORT.
DATE 2 1 - 1 2-2 O 1 9 NO. DPJ/ 20 1 9-2O/ 2OO

SUB- RETAIL PRICING OF READYMADE 
''. 

SHIRIS.

I uas instntcted bg customs DEPARTMENT- (AIR CARGO COMPTEX- MEGANI
NAGAR) to report on preuailing picing trend of T shirts. The sample T shirts were
show to undersigned bg Department.

The samples are of hosiery mateials, i, is O neck (round neck pottem and
mainlg of standard large size in uhite- grey and black colors).

We haue pimaily examined its quality of fabics, tgpe of stitching and conclude
that it is mainlg used as casual wear for jogging- ualking etc. purpose. It is not
high cost pattents and stgle.

We made a thick primary surueg of its retail pice uith BRANDED MAKE
auailable and popular in the market. The similar stgle in uaious grade of similar
fabncs are auailable in bulk in open retail market. From our surueA, and mg
personnel experience of similar items for self use, I AM OF OPINION THAT THE
RAIVGE OF PRICE IN RETAIT MARKBT OF LOCAL MAKE IS VARIED BETWEEN
4OO TO 600 INR PER PIECE. THE FAMOUS BRANDED 

" 
S}I/RTS ARE

AVAILABLE IN LUCRATIVE PACKING, WHERE AN UN BRANDED AND
PROCESSED BY UN ORGANIZED SECTOR ARE AVAITABLE IN LOOSE PLASTIC
BAG PAKAGES.

It is prepared on request of Custom department

We. herebg declared that
1. The infonnation furnished aboue is tnte and correct to the best of our
knowledge and
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belief
2. We haue no direct or indirect interest in the products examined/ suruelled.
3. We had personnel exqmined the products at Custom Office -AIR CARGO.

D P JANI
CHARTERED ENGINEER

In view of the above, since the consignment was overvalued, thus was liable to
confiscation under Section I 13(i) of Customs Act,1962, it was seized vide
panchnama dated 2 I . 12.2019 under the provisions of Section 1 1 O of the
Customs Act,l962.

19. On being inquired from the CHA, Freight forwarder and Custodian
regarding the rest of the consignments covered under 9 shipping bills (total
42123 pcs of cotton knitted t-shirts). I llnd that the cargo covered under the
rest 9 shipping bills were lifted and sent for the destination port. Accordingly, a
letter was written to the Manager of the Sharaf Cargo Pvt. Ltd., GSSA for
Ethiopian Airlines to put the cargo on hold at the destination port/HUB till
further orders. It was further informed by the custodian and freight forwarder
that 12 packages (117OO pcs of cotton knitted t-shirts) of the said cargos
covered under Shipping bill no.9031036,9031037,9O31038 and 9031047 all
dated 17.12.2019 were off loaded by the airline due to lack of space and were
still lying in the Export Godown and remaining 30423 pieces of T shirts were
already delivered/exported at the destination/ HUB.

20. On being examined, the said 12 packages, consisted of i 1700 pieces of
T-shirts, having declared valued at Rs. 1,24,07,850/-. I find that that the value
declared by the exporter also appeared to be highly inflated. Therefore
services of Government approved valuer was again taken, to ascertain the
correct value of the goods (per piece). The Government approved valuer report
is as under:

CHARTERED ENGINEER REPORT.

DATE -26-12-2019 NO. DPJ/2019-20/200/ A

SUB- RETAIL PRICING OF READYMADE T. SHIRTS

In continuation of our Certificate beaing no. DPJ/ 2OI9-20/ 200 dated 21-12-
2019, it laas instructed to examine few more samples uhich couers almost all
tgpe of qualitg and range of T shirts to be Export.

Hence, I, on date 24.12.2O19 feu) more samples u..tere shou.tn to me by Custom
Department, which couers almost entire range (qualitg- pattems' style, color

combination etc).

On the basis of mg Examination, mg exposure to the releuant field as I am anuare

and hauing exposure and expertise of this kind of readgmade garments, I AM oF
OPINION THAT THE RA.IVGE OF RETAIL MARKET OF TOCAL MAKE OF I SHIRTS

SHOWN TO ME ON DATE 24.12.2019 IS VARIED BETWEEN 4OO TO 8OO INR

PER PIECE.
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I|TY ABOVE CONCLUSION 15 IiTOT ONLY BASED ON THE BASIC QUALITY OF
FABRICS USED, BUT, ITS COLOR COMBINATIN, DESIGN, STYIE, CIJRRNT
TRENO, SELE CTION AND CHOICE OF MAINLY YOUNGSrE& ETC.

THE OVERALL QUALITY OF FABRICS IS AVERAGE WITH COMPARE TO
BRANDED COSTLY MATERIAIS. It is prepared on request of Custom department.

We hereby declared that
l. The information furnished aboue is true and correct to the best of our
knouledge and belief .
2. We haue no direct or indirect interest in the products examined/ surueged.
3. We had personnel examined the products at Custom Olfice -AIR CARGO.

D P JANI
CHARTERED ENGINEER

Since the consignment was overvalued, thus liable to confiscation under
Section 113(i) of Customs Act,1962 and was accordingly seized vide
panchnama dated 23 .72.20 1 9 under the provisions of Section I 10 of the
Customs Act,7962. A letter dated 26.12 2Ol9 was issued to Manager of the
Sharaf Cargo Pvt. Ltd. to call back the cargo covered under the 9 shipping biils
which had left for destination Port/HUB.

21. I find that the Government approved valuer made a thick primary survey
of its retail price with BRANDED MAKE available and popular in the market.
The similar style in various grade of similar fabrics are available in bulk in
open retail market his personnel experience of similar items for self use,
arrived to a value of Rs. 400-600 per piece in respect of goods covered under
shipping bill 903102 I dtd.17.12.2019 and 400-8OO per piece in respect of
goods covered under other 9 shipping bills. It appeared from the statements
dated 7.1.2O2O & 8.1.2O2O of Shri Mahendrakumar Prajapati, Proprietor of
Mis. Krishna Logistics and Shri Hiren Vallabhaji Haria, (so called 507o prolit
sharing partner of M/s Krishna Logistics) that goods i.e. Readymade Garments
Cotton Knitted T-Shirts" already exported in the 9 shipping bills were the same
to the goods which have been seized under panchnama dated 21 .12.2019 and
23.12.2019 and have same value as of the consignment of goods seized, thus
trased on the Government approved valuer's reports, the average price Rs.
500/ per pc & Rs. 600/- per pc respectively taken for considering the
valuation of the goods and worked out the total value of the goods exported /to
be exported are tabulated as under.

TABLE I

Sr

No

Shtpplng btu No & date Pcs/Qty Declared

Involce

(in Rs I

Average value

per plece (as

pet Govt Valuer

Vrlue as pet

Govt.

approved

valu€r

1 9031021 dated 17.12.2019 4200 500 2100000

9031017 dated 17,12.2019 4620 4899510 600 2520000

9O31036 dated 17.12.2019 4200 4454100 600 2640000

4 9O3O7OO dated 17.12.2O19 5750 6097875 600 28S6000

5 9030684 dated 17.12.2019 4670 4952535 600 2670000
6 4760 5047980 60() 2772000

7 9O31047 dated 17.12.2019 4450 4719225 600 3450000

12

4454100

2

3

9O31038 dated 1'1.12.2OL9



8 9031037 dated L7,L2.20t9 4400 4666200 600 2802000

9 9O3O713 dated 17.12.2OL9 4500 4772250 600 2700000

10 9O3O599 dated 17.12.2019 4773 5061766 600 2863800

TOTAL 46323 49r25541 273734OO

It is evident from the above table that the exporter has willfully tried to
misrepresent the facts and has mis-declared/overvalued the goods exported
/to be exported with an intention to claim higher amount of benefits of DBK,
ROSL, and MEIS scheme therefore the value declared by the exporter did not
appear fair value of the goods and liable to be rejected in term of Rule 8
Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007.

22" lnview of the above, I have to decide that;

(i) The value declared by the exporter amounting to Rs 4,91,25,54 1/-is liable to
be rejected or not, in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs Act,
1962 read with the provisions of Rule 8 of the Customs Valuation
(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Ruler; 2007;

(ii) The value worked out on the basis of Govt Valuer's report, amounting to Rs.

2,73,73,800 l- is acceptable for the purpose of the valuation of the export
goods or not, in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962
read with the provisions of Rule 6 of the Customs Valuation (Determination of
Value of Export Goods) Rules, 20O7;

(iii) Drawback, ROSCIL and MEIS benefits" ciaim for above said 1O Shipping
Bills to be restricted or not; and the goods contained in the above referred
shipping bills liable to confiscation under section 1 13(i) of the Customs
Act,l962 or not .

(iv) The exporter (M/s Krishna Logistics) is liable to penalty under the provrslon
of Section 114 and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 or not.

(iv) Shri. Hiten Vallabhaji Haria,(so called 50% profit sharing partner of M/s
Krishna Logistics ) and Shri. Mitesh Shah, Proprietor of M/s. A.K. Logistics are
liable to penalty under the provision of Section 114(iii) and 114AA of the
Customs Act, 7962 or not.

23. Before accepting the valuation given by the Chartered Engineer, I have
carefully gone through the provisions of Customs Valuation (Determination of
Value of Export Goods) Rules, 20O7 and find that as per Rule 3 (1) ibid, the
value of export goods shall be the transaction value.

24. As per Ruie 8 ibid the proper oflicer shall have the powers to raise doubts
on the declared value based on certain reasons which may in the significantly
higher value compared to the market value of goods of like kind and qualiry at
the time of export. He may ask the exporter of such goods to furnish further
information including documents or other evidence and in the absence of a
response of such exporter, the transaction value of the goods shail not be

determined in accordance with sub-rule (1) of Rule 3 ibid. I find that the value
declared by the exporter in the present case was not the fair value of the goods,

hence cannot be considered as transaction value under Rule 3 ibid and liable

to be rejected.
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25. I find that if the transaction value shall be deemed to have not been
determined in accordance with Rule 3 ibid, the value shall be determined by
proceeding sequentially through Rules 4 to 6 ibid. I find that in the present
case the value of the goods cannot be determined under Rule 4 ibid as the
comparative data for similar / identical goods exported are not available.
Similarly the value of the goods cannot be determined under Rule 5 ibid also as
the data regarding cost of production; other charges and profit margin are not
available for computation. Hence in the present case the value can be
determined under Rule 6 ibid (Residual method) using reasonabie means
consistent with the principal and general provisions of these rules.

26. I find that during physical examination of the goods it was found that the
goods were overvalued thus the opinion of Government valuer was sought. The
Government approved valuer after made a thick primary survey of its retail
price with branded make available and popular in the market. The similar style
in various grade of similar fabrics are available in bulk in open retail market,
his personnel experience of similar items for self use, arrived to a value of Rs.
400-600 per piece in respect of goods covered under shipping bill 9O3lO2l
dtd.17.12.2Ol9 and 4O0-8O0 per piece in respect of goods covered under other
9 shipping bills. Thus the further valuation on the basis of average price of
Govt. Valuer's report is done and acceptable under Rule 6 ibid.

in this regard, I rely upon the Judgment of Commissioner V/ s Shubham
Impex-2O18 (360)E.L.T. A29 (BOM). The Appellate Tribunal in its impugned
order had held that

" The Appellote Tibunal in its impugned order hod held that the ualue
of ouerualued export goods, as determined bg Customs based on
market suruey/ National Import Data Bank, being agreed to and
accepted bg exporter, cannot be subseqllentlg disputed by them
contending that proper procedure prescibed under Customs Valuation
Rules,1988 u)os not followed. The Appellate Tibuna| accordinglg,
dismissed exporter's contention, and upheld the ualue as determined
by Customs."

I further rely upon the Judgement of Mriqn:njay Trading Pvt Ltd v/ s
Commissioner of Customs (Port), Kolkata -2OO9 (2440) E.L.T. 441 (Tri'
Kolkata).The Appellate Tribunal in its impugned order had held that,

"the Customs authorities haue taken the trouble of conducting
necessary enquiies and haue determined the ualue of the exported
goods on a rational basis rlhich also has been disclosed to tle
appellants. Moreouer, the Customs authorities haue used the price of
tuo comparable brands to make such detennination after allott-ting
trade discount, profit margin etc. Hence, u)e are of the uietu that the
ualuation done by th.e louter authorities is in order and tLrc same
needs no interference and therefore the appeal is rejected."

27. I find that both the above judgements are squarely applicable in the
present case. Based on the Government approved valuer's reports, the
average price taken for considering the valuation of the goods and worked out
the total value of the goods exported /to be exported to the tune of Rs.

2,7 3,7 3,8OO / , whereas the declared value of the goods exported / to be
exported was Rs. 4,91,25,5411-. Thus I find that the exporter has willfully
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mis-declared/overvalued the goods exported /to be exported with an intention
to claim higher amount of benefits of DBK, ROSL, and MEIS scheme. Shri
Mahendrakumar Prajapati, Proprietor of M/s. Krishna Logistics and Shri Hiten
Vallabhji Haria, (so called 5O7o profit sharing partner of M/ s Krishna
Logistics) admitted in their respective statements that the value of goods
declared in shipping bills were on much higher side and they have overvalued
the export goods up to 2OO percent of original value to wrongly claimed the
export benefits from customs in form of drawback, ROSCTL and other benefits
like MEIS. I find that the exporter willfully suppressed the facts by mis-
declaring the value of the goods and the value of the goods, as declared by the
exporter, is highly overvalued, thus I agree with the average value of the goods
determined on the basis of Government valuer report on the basis of the
market survey and other factor, and same is acceptable in the present case
keeping the provisions of Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Export
Goods) Rules, 2007 and the declared value of the goods by the exporter is liable
to be rejected. I also find that the claim of drawback, ROSCTL and other
benefits like MEIS should be restricted accordingly. In view of the above, I do
not hold well the exporter contention, based on various case law and circular,
that the declared value of the export goods is the transaction value of the
goods.

29. The exporter contended that there was illegal detention, seizure and non
compliance and ignoring request dated 18.01.2020 for provisional release lor
export. I have carefully gone the facts available on records and find that in this
case all the people involved in the export of cargo i.e. Shri Mahemnndrakumar
Prajapati (lEC Holder) Shri Hiten Vallabhji Haria (partner at M/s Krishna
logistics) Shri Mitesh D Shah (freight forwarder), Shri Dharmesh Panchal
(sharaf Cargo Pvt Ltd, Authorized Representative for Ethiopian airline) nobodl,
has accepted that they have done any written agreement or have taken any
security amount or collected their charges for export of goods, It appeared that
all heave collectively conspired to derive undue export benefits. No concrete
evidences have been found to ascertain that who has invested the money in the
consignment. It was not very clear that who was the main person who on'n
the goods and al1 stakeholders claim to have worked on credit, hence the
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28. I find that goods were found overvalued thus the opinion of Government
valuer was sought. The valuation of goods was done on the basis of
Government approved valuer's report, which is based on market survey.
Both the partner of M/s Krishna Logistics admitted in their respective
statements that the value of goods declared in shipping bil1s were on much
higher side and they have overvalued the export goods up to 200 percent of
original value to wrongly claimed the export benefits from customs in form of
drawback, ROSCTL, thus the and other benefits like MEIS. Hence I also do not
agree with the exporter contention that the export incentives can be curtailed
only if there is a proper and valid rejection of declared value and there is a
proper and valid determination of value. I also find that the exporter vide
their defence reply dated 14.O7 .2O2O stated that in respect all the investigated
l0 exports even when the legitimate drawback is available on the finally
assessed export FOB value Rs. 2,7 3 ,7 3 ,8OO I -, they irrevocably also
relinquished the legitimate claim without recourse to redressal or litigation. I

also find that they have at once voluntarily surrendered the amounts of
drawback already received against the 4 Shipping Bi11s out of the 10 exports
covered by the said SCN including interest.



competent authority did not accept the request of provisional release of the
seized goods on lOlO2l2O2O and later on the exporter had withdrawn their
request for provisional release of the goods and further voluntarily irrevocably
relinquish their ownership and the title to the goods, thus I do not agree with
their contention regarding ignorance of provisional release request.

30. I find that the statements of all the people fall on the same line that all the
terms are verbal and all have worked on credit and no advance were received.
Beginning from purchase of the cargo and till the end i.e" delivery of the cargo
at destination port, no concrete proof has been provided by any of the
stakeholders like purchase bill, purchase order, transportation bi11, terms of
payment, security deposit, advance received etc. Moreover no advance has been
paid to neither to freight forwarder, neither to airlines and even payment has
been received by the exporter from the buyer. In the entire case proceedings
the statement of all the stakeholders lies on the same line in terms of payment
i.e. credit. Nobody has accepted that any monetary transaction has taken place
physically in terms of advance or securil5r deposit, and all have said to have
worked on credit. It seems to be a fabricated story just to derive undue and
wrong benefits from the exchequer. In view of the above, the exporter has
willfully tried to mis-represent the facts and has mis-declared the value of the
goods exported or to be exported by over valuing with an intention to wrongly
claimed the export benefits from customs in form of drawback, ROSCTL and
other benefits like MEIS at higher side. Shri Mahendrakumar Prajapati,
Proprietor of M/s. Krishna Logistics and Shri Hiten Vallabhji Haria, (so called
50% profit sharing partner of M/ s Krishna Logistics) admitted in their
respective statements that the value of goods declared in shipping bills were
on much higher side and they have overvalued the export goods up to 200
percent of original value to wrongly claimed the export benefits from customs
in form of drawback, ROSCTL and other benefits like MEIS. Therefore, the
goods under above referred 10 Shipping Bills having declared value of Rs
4,91,25,541 liable to confiscation under the provisions of Section 113(i) of the
Customs Act, 1962.

3 1 . I find that the parts of the consignment were seized under panchanama
dated 21. l2.2ol9 & 23.12.0219 and rest of the consignments were already
delivered /exported at the destination/ HUB. I find that physical availability of
goods has become immaterial for confiscation of goods which were found to be

mis declared. In this regard, I refer to the decision in case of VISTEON
AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS INDIA LIMITED Versus CESTAT, CHENNAI [2O18 (9)

G.S.T.L. 1a2 (Mad.)l in the High Court of Madras where in it was held that;

" The penaltg directed against the importer under Section 112 and
the fine pagable under Section 125 operates in tu.to different fields. Tle
fine under Section 125 is in lieu of confiscation of the goods. The
paAment of fine follotued up by paAment of dutg and other charges
leuiable, as per sub-section (2) of Section 125, fetches relief for the
goods from getting confiscated. Bg subjecting the goods to pagment of
dutg and other charges, the improper and irregular importation is
sought to be regularised, u-thereas, bg subjecting the goods to paAment
of fine under sub-section (1) of Section 125, the goods are saued from
getting confiscated. Hence, the auailability of the goods is not
necessary for imposing the redemption fine. The opening words of
Section 125, "Wheneuer confiscation of ang goods is authorised bg thi.s
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Act ....", bings out the point clearlg. The pouer to impose redemption

ftne spings from tte authorisation of confiscation of goods prouided for
under Section 111 of the Act. When once pouer of authoisation for
confiscation of goods gets traced to the said Section 111 of the Act, we
are of tLE opinion that the phgsical auailabilitg of goods is not so much
releuant. The redemption fine is in fact to auoid such consequences

flouing from Section 111 only. Hence, the paAment of redemption Jine
saues the goods from getting confiscated. Hence, their physical
auailability does not haue ang significance for imposition of redemption
fine under Section 125 of th.e Act. We accordingly answer question No.
(iii).

I frnd that the importer have not declared the truth of the contents in the
respective Shipping Bills. They have mis-deciared the goods in terms of
valuation for the purpose of wrongly claimed the export benefits from customs
in form of drawback, ROSCTL and other benefits like MEIS. Therefore, the
subject goods are liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section 113 (i)
of the Customs Act, 1962. I find that once conflscation of goods gets traced to
Section i 13 of the Customs Act, 1962, their physical availability does not have
significance on imposition of redemption fine under Section 125 of the
Customs Act, 1962. Further the act of the exporter to make the goods liable to
confiscation also rendered themselves liabie for penalty under section 11a(iii) of
the Customs Act, 1962.

32. Shri. Mahendrakunmar Prajapati, partner of M/s Krishna Logistics
admitted in his statements that his firm was managed by two persons. The
functional head of the firm is Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria and he is dormant
partner having 5O7o sharing between both partners. As per his partner's advice,
he had applied for IEC code and got the same as they have some urgent
shipments/goods for the eve of Christmas. All the goods were of same nature
and value was also same as detailed above. The value of goods declared in
shipping bills are on much higher side and they have overvalued the export
goods up to 200 percent of original value to wrongly claimed the export benefit
from customs in form of drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS; He has not
contributed any amount for the said consignment, all the process deal were
contributed by Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria only. He did not sign an]"
documents about the partnership contract as his other partner verbally
assured him that after incurred all the expenses, 5O7o of the profit margin r,r'ill

be given to him. Ail the condition & payment terms were decided by Shri Hiten
Vallabhaji Haria, he does not know about the purchase order and whole the
deal was managed by Shri Hiten Vailabhaji Haria only. In vieu, of the above, I

Iind that the exporter participated in conspiracy with Shri Hiten Vallabhaji
Haria (so called 5O7o profit sharing partner of M/s Krishna Logistics) and has
willfully tried to mis-represent the facts and has mis-declared the value of the
goods exported or to be exported by over valuing with an intention to {'ronglv
claimed the export benefits from customs in lorm of drawback, ROSCTL and
other benefits like MEIS at higher side and such an act on the part of the
exporter has made the goods liable to confiscation under Section 1 13 (i) of the
Customs Act, 1962, and also made liable to themselves penalty under
section 114(iii) of the Customs Act,7962. I also find the exporter has made false
declaration and incorrect materials by overvaluing the goods intended for
export and declared a highly inflated value in the 1O shipping bills with an

intent to gain wrong benefit of higher rate of "Drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS
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benefits and have thus rendered themselves liable for penalty under Section
114AA of the Customs Act, 7962.

33. Shri. Hiten Vallabhji Haria, (so called 50% prolit sharing partner of M/s
Krishna Logistics admitted in his statements that he is the main partner at
M/s Krrshna Logistics with other partner is Shri Mahendrakumar Prajapati.
The cargo/goods which were exported under the 10 shipping bills (all dated
17,l2.2}l9l were of same nature and value as detailed above. The value of
goods declared in shipping bills were on much higher side and they have
overvalued the export goods up to 200 percent of original value to wrongly
claim the export benefits from Customs in form of drawback, IGST and other
benehts like MEIS. In view of the above, I find that Shri Hiten Vallabhji Haria,
(so called 507o profit sharing partner of M/ s Krishna Logistics) hatched
conspiracy with the exporter has wiIlfully tried to mis-represent the facts and
has mis-declared the value of the goods exported or to be exported by over
valuing with an intention to wrongly claimed the export benefits from customs
in form of drawback, ROSCTL and other benefits like MEIS at higher side, thus
abetted the exporter, such an act on the part of the Shri. Hiten Vallabhji
Haria has rendered the goods liable to confiscation under Section 113 (i) of
the Customs Act, 1962, and also made himself liable to penalty under
section 114(iii) of the Customs Act,l962. Further he has aided and abetted
with the exporter in making false declaration and incorrect material by
overvaluing the goods intended for export and declared a highly inflated value
in the 10 shipping bills with an intent to gain wrong benefit of higher rate
"Drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS benefits and have thus rendered himself liable
for penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

34- I find that Shri Mitesh Shah Proprietor of M/s. A.K. Logistics (freight
forwarding agent) as a freight forwarder, forwarded all the 1O shipping bills to
the Sharaf Cargo Pvt. Ltd (Ethiopian airline) for further process, and had given
a credit period for freight forwarding charges of 45 days to 60 days after the
clearance of total cargo to the exporter. He confirmed that the all the terms are
verbal and he has worked on credit and no advance was received. no concrete
proof has been provided by him in respect of terms of payment, security
deposit, advance received etc. He has not accepted that any monetary
transaction has taken place physically in terms of advance or security deposit,
and said to have worked on credit. lt seems to be a fabricated story just to
derive undue and wrong benefits from the exchequer. Thus I find that Shri
Mitesh Shah was apart of entire conspiracy hence, I impose penalty on him
under section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, 7962. Further he has also aided and
abetted with the exporter in making false declaration and incorrect material by
overvaluing the goods intended for export and declared a highly inflated value
in the 10 shipping bills with an intent to gain wrong benefit of higher rate
"Drawback, ROSCTL and MEIS benefits and have thus rendered himself liable
for penalty under section 114AA of the Customs Act, L962.

ORDER
(i) I hold that the value declared by the exporter Rs 4,91,25,541/ -(Rupees
Four Crore Ninety One Lakh Twenty Five Thousand Five Hundred Forty One
Only) in respect of 10 shipping bills, as tabulated above, is rejected in terms
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35. In view of the above, I passed the following order:



of the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with the
provisions of Rule 8 of the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of
Export Goods) Rule 2007.

(ii) I hold that the value of the 10 shipping bill as tabulated above, is re-
assessed at Rs. 2,73,73,800/- (Rupees Two Crore Seventy Three Lakh Seventy
Three Thousand Eight Hundred Only) on the basis of Government approved
valuer's report is taken as proper value of the goods meant for export/exported
for the purpose of valuation in terms of the provisions of Section 14 of the
Customs Act, 1962 read with the provisions of Rule 6 of the Customs Valuation
(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 and Drawback, ROSCIL
and MEIS benefits" claim for above said 10 Shipping Bills is restricted to that
extent.

(iii) I hold that goods exported /attempted to be exported vide above referred 10
shipping bills, having declared value Rs. Rs 4,91,25,54 1/- is liable to
con{iscated under section 113(i) of the Customs Act, 1962. However, I give
them an option to redeem the same on payment of redemption fine of Rs.
25,00,000/-(Rs Twenty Five Lakhs Only) in lieu of confiscation under Section
125 of the Customs Act,l962.

(iv) I impose penalty of Rs.15,OO,000/- ( Rs. Fifteen Lakhs only) upon M/s
Krishna Logistics under section 1 14(iii) of Customs Act, 7962.

(v) I impose penalty of Rs.5,00,00O/- ( Rs. Five Lakhs only ) upon M/s Krishna
Logistics under section l14AA of Customs Act, 1962

(vi) I impose penalty of Rs. 15,0O,O00/- ( Rs. Fifteen Lakhs Only ) upon Shri
Shri. Hiten Vallabhaji Haria (so called 50% profit sharing partner of M/ s
Krishna Logistics ) under section 114(iii) of Customs Act, 1962.

(vii) I impose penalty of Rs.5,OO,0O0/- ( Rs. Five Lakhs Only ) upon Shri Hiten
Vallabhaji Haria (so called 50% profit sharing partner of M/s Krishna Logistrcs

) under section 1 14AA of Customs Act, 1962.

(viii) I impose penalty of Rs.3,00,OOO/ - ( Rs. Three Lakhs only ) upon Shri.
Mitesh Shah, Proprietor of M/s. A.K. Logistics under section i 14(iii) of
Customs Act, 1962.

(ix) I impose penalty of Rs.1,O0,000/- ( Rs. One Lakhs only ) upon Shri. Mitesh
Shah, Proprietor of M/s. A.K. Logistics under section 114(AA) of Customs Act,
1962

g)l-
F No: VIII/ 1O-2O/ ACC/O&,A/2O2O-21 Shankhesh Mehta

Joint Commissioner
Dated 30.06.202Q

To,
(i) M/s Krishna Logistics,
E-1O2, Shrushti Lavish, Nikol,
Naroda Road, Ahnredabad
(Shri. Mahendrakumar Prajapati,
Proprietor of M/s. Krishna Logistics)
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(ii) Shri Hiten Vallabhaji Haria,
(so called 5O7o profit sharing partner of M/s Krishna Logistics )

10/A, Chaman Chambers,4th Floor, Flat No.02, Metro Cinema Road,
Mumbai Marine Lines, Maharashtra-400020

(iri) Shri. Mitesh Shah,Proprietor of M/s. A.K. Logistics,
41 1, Loha Bhawa, Nr. Old High Court,
Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-38OOO9

Copy for information and necessary action to -

The Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad (Attn. RRA section)
The Assistant/ Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Air Cargo, Ahmedabad
The Superintendent, System, Customs, HQ (in PDF format) for uploading
the order on the website of Ahmedabad Customs Commissionerate
Guard File

(1)

(2)

(3)
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